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Reliably distinguishing single-nucleotide mutations (SNMs) at low abundance is of great significance in clinical diagnosis. However, the specificity of most current SNM discrimination methods based on the Watson–Crick hybridization is seriously limited by the cross-reactivity of the probe with closely related unintended sequences. Herein, we propose a sequestration-assisted molecular beacon (MB) strategy for highly specific SNM discrimination. The new SNM discrimination system consists of a target-specific MB and a series of hairpin sequestering agents (SEQs). The rationally designed hairpin SEQs can effectively sequester the corresponding unintended sequences and thus dramatically improve the hybridization specificity of the MB in recognizing SNMs. The developed SNM discrimination method shows remarkably high specificity (discrimination factors ranging from 12 to 1144 with a median of 117) against 20 model SNMs, and can work rapidly and robustly over a wide range of conditions. Notably, our SNM discrimination method can be easily combined with PCR amplification for the detection of KRAS G12D (c.35G>A) and G12V (c.35G>T) mutations at abundance as low as 0.5%. This work expands the rule set of designing hybridization-based SNM discrimination strategies and shows promising potential application in clinical diagnosis.

Introduction

Single-nucleotide mutations (SNMs), including single-nucleotide substitutions, insertions and deletions, are important biomarkers for human diseases and drug resistance. Various technology platforms have been applied to the discrimination and detection of low abundance SNMs by using synthetic nucleic acid primers and probes, for example, through polynucleotide chain reaction (PCR),6,7 next-generation sequencing,8,9 microarrays,10,11 and fluorescent in situ hybridization.12,13 Crucially, the discrimination ability of all these technologies and methods relies on the specificity of Watson–Crick base pairing at some step of their workflow, which is limited by the small difference in thermodynamic stability caused by a single-base mismatch.14 Many efforts have been devoted to the improvement of the discrimination ability by using denaturation approaches,15,16 enzymatic methods,15,16 synthetic nucleotide analogues17,18 and rationally designed probes such as molecular beacons,19–22 binary probes,23,24 triple-stem probes25,26 and toehold probes.27–32 However, most of these efforts have focused on the optimization of reaction condition and probe or primer design, and the discrimination ability is still seriously limited by the cross-reactivity with closely related unintended sequences. Recently, several competitive systems using the sequence-specific DNA sinks,33 the controller DNAs,34 the DNA-blocker strand35 and the peptide nucleic acid clamps36 were designed for SNM discrimination. These advances effectively improved the discrimination ability but suffered from complexity and required stringent condition control. As a result, it remains a major challenge to develop simple, robust and highly specific hybridization-based SNM discrimination strategies.

Herein, for the first time, we propose a sequestration-assisted molecular beacon (MB) strategy for highly specific SNM discrimination in homogeneous solutions. The new SNM discrimination system consists of a target-specific MB and a series of hairpin sequestering agents (SEQs). The rationally designed hairpin SEQs can sequester the closely related unintended sequences and thus effectively eliminate the cross-reactivity. By using fluorescence measurements, we quantitatively evaluated the discrimination ability of the developed SNM discrimination method against a series of SNMs, and also investigated the superior of the hairpin SEQ as well as the condition robustness of the developed SNM discrimination method. Moreover, we explored the feasibility of combining our
SNM discrimination method with PCR amplification for the detection of KRAS G12D (c.35G>A) and G12V (c.35G>T) mutations at low abundance to demonstrate the potential application in clinical diagnosis.

Results and discussion

The design principle of the proposed sequestration-assisted MB strategy is illustrated in Fig. 1. The SNM discrimination system consists of a target-specific MB and a series of specific hairpin SEQs which can sequester the corresponding single-base mismatched sequences (MMs). The loop portion of the MB serves as a probe sequence that is perfectly complementary to the target sequence, and the stem of the MB is formed by two complementary 5-nt arm sequences with a fluorophore (F) and a quencher (Q) attached to the ends of the two arms respectively. The structure of the hairpin SEQs is similar to that of the MB, except that the hairpin SEQs have no fluorophore or quencher, and their loop sequences are complementary to the corresponding MMs. In the absence of the perfectly matched target sequence (PM), the 6-carboxyfluorescein (6-FAM) at the 5’ end of the MB is quenched by the black hole quenchers-1 (BHQ-1) at the 3’ end. After the addition of the PM, the MB hybridizes with the PM regardless of the SEQs, and the fluorescence signal is recovered because the unfolding of MB increases the spatial distance of 6-FAM and BHQ-1 (pathway a). In the presence of MMs only, a large excess of hairpin SEQs almost completely sequesters the MMs, so the MB still keeps the closed state (pathway b). When the PM and the MMs are present simultaneously, the MB can still be opened by the binding of PM to restore the fluorescence, and the MMs are also sequestered by the hairpin SEQs (pathway c). It is noteworthy that the sequestration-assisted MB strategy presented here (1) is developed from the classic MB system and is quite simple and enzyme-free, (2) can effectively eliminate the cross-reactivity of the MB with MMs by using hairpin SEQs, and (3) can be applied to the discrimination of other SNMs by easily altering the loop sequences of the MB and the hairpin SEQs.

To quantitatively evaluate the discrimination ability of the developed SNM discrimination method, we performed time-resolved fluorescence measurements to get discrimination factors (DFs) of a series of SNMs at three different positions. The inset of Fig. 2A shows the corresponding locations of these positions in the MB. The DF is defined as the ratio of the net fluorescence intensity gain obtained with the PM to that obtained with the MM under the same conditions (DF = ΔF_PM/ΔF_MM). Thus, a larger DF value is indicative of greater specificity. To systematically investigate the specificity of our SNM discrimination method, we calculated the DFs of all possible 20 SNMs (including 12 substitutions, 4 insertions and 4 deletions) at the

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the proposed sequestration-assisted MB strategy for SNM discrimination.
The oligonucleotide sequences of all strands are provided in Tables S1 and S2.† As can be seen from Fig. 2A, our strategy shows excellent discrimination ability with remarkable DF values ranging from 12 to 1144 with a median of 117, which is better than that of most SNM discrimination methods reported recently (Table S3†). To demonstrate the versatility of our method, we tested two additional positions (5 and 9). For SNMs at the position 5 and 9, the DFs of six representative SNMs are in the range from 27 to 1105 (Fig. 2A), indicating that our method is reliable for the discrimination of mutations at different positions. The real-time fluorescence responses to three representative PM/MM pairs at the position 5, 7 and 9 are shown in Fig. 2B–D. The above results indicate excellent discrimination ability of our SNM discrimination method, which is attributed to the following factors: (1) the MB itself provides a competing reaction for the probe-target hybridization, which possesses good specificity, (2) the MMs are sequestered by the rationally designed hairpin SEQs, thus non-specific hybridization of MMs with the MB is effectively eliminated, and (3) the hairpin structure of the SEQ increases the sequestration specificity, leading to further improvement in discrimination ability. These experimental results clearly demonstrate the remarkable discrimination ability of our SNM discrimination method.

According to the design rationale of the proposed discrimination strategy, the structure and concentration of the SEQ are considered as crucial factors for remarkably improving the SNM discrimination ability. To prove the superiority of the hairpin SEQ, we compared the specificity of three SNM discrimination systems with the hairpin SEQ, with the linear SEQ and without the SEQ, respectively. We performed fluorescence measurements and calculated the DFs of these SNM discrimination systems using G > T substitution at the position 7 as a model. As depicted in Fig. 3A, the maximum DF values 131, 19 and 3.1 are obtained with the hairpin SEQ, with the linear SEQ and without the SEQ (i.e. c_{SEQ} = 0), respectively. The SNM discrimination system with 800 nM hairpin SEQ achieves the highest DF and shows about 7-fold and 42-fold improvements compared to the SNM discrimination systems with the linear SEQ and without the SEQ respectively (Fig. 3B), clearly demonstrating the significant contribution of the hairpin SEQ to the discrimination ability. We also investigated the sensitivity of the proposed SNM discrimination system. The detection limits of our system and the simple MB system are 0.98 nM and 0.44 nM calculated by the 3S/N method from the corresponding linear relationships (Fig. S3†), respectively. Our method caused a slight reduction (about 2-fold) in sensitivity, due to the possible cross-reactivity of the SEQs with the PM. The results confirm that the rationally designed hairpin SEQ plays a key role in the dramatically enhanced specificity of the proposed sequestration-assisted MB strategy.

Fig. 2 (A) DFs for the SNMs at the position 5, 7 and 9. The corresponding real-time fluorescence responses are shown in Fig. S1 and S2.† The inset shows the MB sequence and three positions of the corresponding SNMs. Real-time fluorescence responses of our SNM discrimination system to PM/MM pairs of A > T substitution at the position 5 (B) and 7 (C), and C > G substitution at the position 9 (D). The concentrations of MB, SEQ, PM and MM are 20, 800, 20 and 20 nM, respectively. The error bars represent the standard deviation of three measurements.
Condition robustness and fast discrimination are key factors of SNM discrimination methods for the potential application in clinical diagnosis. We first investigated the robustness of the developed SNM discrimination method (using A > T substitution at the position 7 as a model) by obtaining DFs in a wide range of conditions. The results are shown in Fig. 4. When the concentrations of the target or the MB are changed in the range of 2.5–100 nM, the DFs remain greater than 47 and 66 respectively (Fig. 4a and b), implying that our SNM discrimination method can maintain good specificity in a wide concentration range of the target or the MB. The remarkable DFs (≥1144) are produced in up to 50 μM of 50-nt random DNA sequences (Fig. 4C), and the DFs are greater than 140 in buffers with different concentrations of Mg²⁺ and Na⁺ (0.5–50 mM Mg²⁺ and 30–3000 mM Na⁺, Fig. 4D). Therefore, biological samples or PCR products might be analyzed directly without purification or buffer-exchange procedures. Our SNM discrimination method is also robust throughout the temperature range of 20–45 °C with the corresponding DFs no less than 72 (Fig. 4E), meaning precise temperature-control equipment is not required. We next discussed how quickly our SNM discrimination method could distinguish PM/MM pairs. For all possible 20 SNMs at the position 7, a median DF of 76 can be achieved in only 10 minutes after the initiation of the reaction (Table S4†). The experiment results demonstrate that our highly specific SNM discrimination method (1) can work robustly over a wide range of temperatures, salinities, target/MB concentrations and in the presence of high concentration of 50-nt random DNA sequences, and (2) is capable of quickly distinguishing SNMs, thus having great potential to detect disease-related SNMs in biological samples.

The excellent specificity makes our SNM discrimination method well-suited for the detection of low abundance mutations. To evaluate this potential, we used A > T substitution at the position 7 as a model and measured the fluorescence responses of our SNM discrimination system to the PM at different abundances. As can be seen from Fig. 5a, the fluorescence intensity shows a gradual rise with the increasing PM percentage. An obvious fluorescence intensity increase can still be seen when only 0.1% PM is present (Fig. 5b), indicating that the PM can be successfully identified at abundance as low as 0.1%. The results well demonstrate the capability of our assay in detecting low abundance mutations.

Mutated KRAS genes are associated with lung cancer, colorectal cancer, ovarian cancer and pancreatic cancer.46–48 To further prove the potential application of our SNM discrimination method in clinical diagnosis, we combined this SNM discrimination method with PCR amplification to detect KRAS G12D (c.35G>A) and G12V (c.35G>T) mutations. We first performed the detection of KRAS G12D (c.35G>A) mutation. The mutant-type (mutant A) and wild-type sequences were mixed at different concentrations of 0.5 pg μl⁻¹, and amplified by asymmetric PCR to generate single-stranded amplicons. Two synthetic oligonucleotides were added to the PCR amplicons to unwind the secondary structure, and then the amplicons were analysed by our SNM discrimination method. As shown in Fig. 6A–C, the
A mutant-type target can be successfully identified at abundance as low as 0.5% in the presence of wild-type strands. In contrast, the classic MB systems (without the SEQs) could hardly distinguish and detect this mutation even at 10% abundance (Fig. 6D). The results demonstrate the capability of our assay in specific and sensitive detection of low abundance SNMs.

Besides the wild-type sequence, other mutant-type sequences may also interfere with the detection of the exact mutant-type of interest. So we mixed the intended mutant-type (mutant A) with same amounts of the other two unintended mutant-types (mutant T and mutant C) and 100-fold excess of wild-type. A PCR amplification, three SEQs were added to simultaneously sequester the wild-type as well as the other two unintended mutants. As can be seen from Fig. 6I and J, the mixtures of three mutant-types and the wild-type at the ratio of mutant A : mutant T : mutant C : wild-type = 0 : 1 : 1 : 100 and 1 : 1 : 1 : 100 are successfully discriminated. To demonstrate the versatility of our approach, we also tested the proposed method against KRAS G12D (c.35G>A) and G12V (c.35G>T) mutations among a large excess of wild-type and the other two unintended mutants by combining our method with PCR amplification. (I) and (K) Real-time fluorescence responses. (J) and (L) Histograms. The error bars represent the standard deviation of three measurements.
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**Fig. 6** Real-time fluorescence responses of our SNM discrimination system in the detection of KRAS G12D (c.35G>A) mutation after PCR amplification at different abundances (from 0% to 100%) (A), and at low abundances (0~5%) in an enlarged scale (B). (C) Histograms showing the capacity of our method in the detection of low abundance KRAS G12D mutation. (D) Real-time fluorescence responses of classic MB system in the detection of KRAS G12D mutation after PCR amplification at different abundances (from 0% to 100%). (E)–(H) The corresponding experimental results in the detection of KRAS G12V (c.35G>T) mutation. 100% means the tested sequences are all mutant-type (mutant A or T). 0% means the tested sequences are all wild-type. (J)–(L) Detection of KRAS G12D (c.35G>A) and G12V (c.35G>T) mutations among a large excess of wild-type and the other two unintended mutants by combining our method with PCR amplification. (I) and (K) Real-time fluorescence responses. (J) and (L) Histograms. The error bars represent the standard deviation of three measurements.

Conclusions

In summary, we have successfully developed a simple and robust SNM discrimination method with remarkably high specificity using the sequestration-assisted MB strategy. The crucial element of the proposed strategy is the rationally designed hairpin SEQs that can effectively sequester the closely related unintended sequences and thus dramatically improve the hybridization specificity of the MB in recognizing SNMs. Our SNM discrimination method can work rapidly and robustly over a wide range of conditions and can be easily combined with PCR amplification to detect KRAS G12D (c.35G>A) and G12V (c.35G>T) mutations at low abundance, demonstrating the capability of our assay in specific and sensitive detection of low abundance SNMs. Moreover, the proposed strategy provides a general SNM discrimination method through simply altering the loop sequences of the MB and SEQs. We anticipate that this is versatile and can be applied to the detection of low abundance SNMs in PCR amplicons with high specificity, thus holding great potential for clinical application.
work offers a new route to design SNM discrimination strategies for clinical application.
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